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FORI'IARD
This document was prepared by the Boeing Aerospace Company
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,George C.
_larshallSpace Flight Center in compliance with contract NAS8-33432,
"Grounding/Bondingand Data Power Distribution Connectors and Cables
for Large Space System Technology (LSST)."
This report is one of two volumes documenting contract
results. It consists primarily of the data generated during the
task on cables and connectors for large space systems with metal,
metal composites and graphite epoxy members. The studies were based
on airplane and spacecraftcable and connector applications now in
service or planned for the near future.
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ABSTRACT
This conceptual design and analytical study program examined
the influence of the environment and extravehicular activity/remote
assembly operations on the cables and connectors for spacecraft with
metallic and/or non-metallic structures. Cable and connector philosophy
was outlined for the electrical systems and electronic compartments
which contain high-voltage, high-power electrical and electronic equip-
ment. The influence of plasma and particulates on the system was analyzed
and the effects of static buildup on the spacecraft electrical system
discussed. Conceptual cable and conrector designs were assessed for capa-
bility to withstand high current and high voltage without danger of arcs
and electromagnetic interference. Also shown were the extravehicular
activities required of the space station and/or supply spacecraft crew
members to join and inspect the electrical system, using manual or remote
assembly construction.
Mr. Wayne Shockley was the NASA contractingofficer's technical
representativeand Mr. Charles Souther was the assistant technical repre-
sentative for cables and connectors. Boeing performancewas under the
management of Sidney W. Silverman; William G. Dunbar was the technical leader.
Major participants in this program were:
Power Systems Kenneth J. Ferschweiler
ElectromagneticCompatibility Thomas H. Herring
Plasma Physics Dr. Nazih N. Youssef
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I.0 SUMMARY
i
Thisanalyticand conceptualdesignstudyprogramexamined
the spacecraftpowerdistribution,and electricalloadsand their
influenceon the cableand connectorrequirementsfor largespace
structurestechnology(LSST)spacecraft.Structuralmetarials'
electricalcharacteristicsand the probablefaultcurrentsto which
the structurecouldbe subjected,were analyzedand conceptual
designsfor LSSTcablesand connectorsconceived. Availabledata
fromthe UnitedStatesAir Forceand NASAspaceprogramswere
usedfor someof the analysesand suggestedconceptualdesigns.
New materials,latchingdevices,and configurations,adaptableto
automaticand remoteconstructionin spacewere compared. The
roundconfigurationswith closetolerancealignmentpins,mounted
on a mountingplate holdpromiseof eliminatingmuch of the
alignmentproblem. Eachconnectorwouldrequirefreedomof movement
in two planes for self alignment.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Studieshaveshownthatmany of the spacemissionsproposed
for the timeperiod1980to 2000will requirelargespacecraft
structuresto be assembledin orbit. Largeantennasand powersys-
temsup to 2.5 MW sizeare predictedto supplythe electrical/
electronicsubsystems,solarelectricpropulsion,and spaceprocessing
for the near-termprograms. Platformsof i00meter lengthfor stable
foundations,utilitystations,and supportsfor thesemulti-antenna
and electronicpoweredmechanismsare also beingconsidered.
A literaturereviewwas made of NASA,U.S.Air Force,and
industryreportsfor largespacecraftstructures.Fromthis review
itwas concludedthatspacecraftconfigurationswith threepower
levelsare plannedbetwee_CY 1985and 2005;i.e., (I)below25kw,
(2) 25kwto 2.5 megawatts,and (3)over 2.5 megawatts. Spacecraft
withpower levelsto 25 kw may use 1980state-of-the-artmaterials
and cableand connectormethodology.Spacecraftwithpower levels
between25 kw and 2.5 MW will requirehigherdistributionvoltages
and currents,dependingupon thespacecraftdesign. Very largespace-
craftand space_tations,plannedfor the 21stcentruy,with power
levelsexceeding2.5 MWwill requirehigh-voltageand high-current
distributionlines,cablesand connectors.
Threestructuralconfigurationsfor largestructurespacc
systemwithpower levelsover 25 kw,were selectedfor studyof the
electricalpowersystemcablesand connectors.Thesec_nfigurations
are shown in figures2.0-I,2.0-2and 2.0-3. The configurationof
figure2.O-Ihas longlinesto the loadswhichwill resultin large
voltagedropsor very heavyconductorsif low voltagesare used.
Thus, high voltage systems and equipment will be considered for
opti_aldesignconcepts. In figure2.0-2,a clustertypeconfiguration
Is shown. Lowervoltage,highercurrentlinescan be used for this
construction,providedthe currentcan be successfullyhandledby the
rotary joint (low losses and voltage drops). The figure 2._-3
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' FIGURE2.0-3
configuration has very long lines between the loads and the power
source. This type of construction requires high-voltagetransmission
lines between the load and the generation center, similar to an
electrical utility distribution network.
This report documents the conceptual analyses and requirements
plan to be used to arrive at the recommendedcable and connector concepts.
A functional flow diagram is shown in figure 2.0-4 which depicts
the methodology used for the study.
The study results include the following key items:
e New concept technology materials and equipment for cables
and connectors.
• Environmentalimpact on voltage rating of bare and insulated
cables and connectors on the spacecraft.
e Effects of voltage rating on the advanced cables and
connectors.
q
e Influenceof conductor protectivecoatings on breakuown
and arcing.
e Conceptual conductor shapes and orientation as a function
of voltage, heat transfer, line length, current, coatings
and insulation,and environment.
e Connection and connector conceptual designs for lines and
cables that are easily assembled on the spacecraft with
minimum effort for the astronaut, or assembled auto-
matically as the spacecraft is deployed and assembled.
e _lalntenanceand checkout procedures of the lines, cables,
and connectors with and without the electrical power system
energized. A schedule of events for maintenance personnel,
1980020212-016

including sensors and necessary equipment requirements.
• Effects of outgassing products, spacecraft and space
derived debris on the operation of long line cables
and connections/connectors.
m Use of special tools and materials for the assembly of
the cabling systems.
o Wire routing conepts for typical LSST vehicles.
9
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3.0 BACKGROUND
A literative review of previous studies made by government,
and industrywas completed for spacecraft design configurations,
power and vo.tage levels, and cable and connector requirements.
3.1 Survey
In addition, Boeing has published many documents for government
agencies (includingNASA), and has done independent research and develop-
ment programs for airplanes and spacecraft. These documents also have
been reviewed. One significantfinding was the effects of high-current/
high-voltagearcs on various structuralmaterials. The graphite-epoxy
materials withstand these arcs much better than many other types of
epoxies, polyurethanes,and silicone-coatedmaterials.
Many of the documents reviewed contained valuable information
on the structuralmaterials, (reference1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) and the
fabrication and assembly of those structuralmembers on Earth and in
space (references6, 7, 8 and 9). Three documents were oriented
toward the electrical requirementsand equipment (references9, 10, and
11).
The data, in reference 11, is for the far-term, solar power
satellite, a system having about 10-15 gigawatts of power output.
That document and many Boeing documents reviewed had much data on
the power system schematic, but little data on the details involving
cables and connectors or bonding and grounding. The data available
were mostly oriented toward the cooling of the conductors, not the
interconnectsor fabrication in space by automatic or manual methods
(reference12). Informationgleaned from reference 9also involved
power profile data of both large and small satellites. One document
did have data on detailed concepts for cables, connectors, bonding and
grounding (reference9). This data was considered in the study. In
that study (reference9) it was assumed that an astronaut would be
available to perform the latching of the connector latching device. This
11 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIi.J_D,
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study includedconceptsfor connectionsand attachmentsby automatic
methods.
3.2 SystemRequirements
Systemrequirementsare dictatedby the spacecraftmission,
design,and operational ife in space. Many spacecraftare under
considerationby NASA for servicein the CY 1980through2000time
period. Someare for near-termmissionsthrough1989,whileothers
are in the conceptualplanningstagesfor the CY 1990through2010
timeperiod. This contractwill be orientedprimarilytowardthe
near-te_mmissions,butwith someapplicationstudiesfor far-term
missions.
StanelyR. Sadinshowsa plotof spacestructuressizeand
vehicleenergyfor the periodfrom CY 1960to CY 2000 (figure3.2-I).
Structuralsizesare shownfor 1976/1977for Skylab,1984for Molecular
Wake Shields,for ElectronicMail in 1990,and for SPS in 2000. Energy
levelsare shownas 104 KWH/yrfor EarthResourcesin 1982;and 105
KWH/yrfor SpaceManufacturingin 1985. Also listedin the planning
tablesgiven in the paperare otherhighpowerconsumingsystemssuch
as the LargePowerModulein 1986and the SPS in 2000;the powerlevel
of SPSwill be to 15 x 109wattswhich is 876 x 106 KWH/yrto 1,314x
106 KWH/yr. Onceagainthe needfor the LSST programis evidentfrom
the projectedspacecraftrequirements.
LottW. Brantleyshowsa curvefrom CY 1980throughCY 2000
and powerlevelsof 2SKWPowerModulein 1980throughthe largepower
module,the SPS demonstrator,and a SPS of 5-I0GW in CY 2000. This
also supportsthe requirementfor the LSSTprogram.
NASAnearand far-termmissionswith respectto electrical
powerrequirementsare shownin figure3.2-iand in Tables3.2-Iand
3.2-2. It is to be notedthatmanymissionshaveelectricalpower
requirementsof severalkilowattsto a few magawattsfor the near-term
missions. This impliesthateithervery largecurrentsat low voltage
12
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must be generated and distributed or the voltage must be increased to
keep the current levels down. To meet the multimegawatt goals, both
high current (over 1000 amperes) and high voltage must be considered.
A plot of the current and voltage relationship to power and advanced
technologycables, connectors, and grounding and bonding is shown in
figure 3.2-2. Three voltage regimes are included in figure 3.2-2
Voltages to 200 volts, between 200 volts and 1,000 volts, and over
1,000 volts. There are many specificationsand standards for the
lower voltages between 0 and 200 volts (S), few for the transition
voltage (T) regime (200 to 2,000 volts), and fewer for the high-voltage
(HV) over 2,000 volts. Therefore, the space missions should identify
the voltage level. This has been added to the missions shown in
Table 3.2-3. Ground return via cables, connectors, on composite
structureswill all be influencedby the voltage, current, and power
level of the spacecraft. Vehicle size will affect the cable size,
thus the voltage drop and voltage variance across such items as solar
panels. Secondary effects will include transients, traveling waves,
electrostaticcharging of the plates beneath the high-voltagecables,
and the debris collected on the wires.
The technologies supporting the LSST program must be developed
to provide those techniques and equipment compatible with the electronic
data and electrical power distribution systems which will be a part
of the large spacecraft. Consequently, identificationof the require-
ments for the electronic data and power distribution systems and tech-
niques, materials and components includingcables and connectors are
important to this program.
16
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4.0 CABLESAND CONNECTORS
In this section are the cable and conductor analyses for high
power distributionlines. Round or rectangularconductors are applicable
for spacecraft systems having outputs of 75 kilowatts at 200 volts.
Solar array outputs of lO0 kilowatts to 2.5 megawatts should consider
the use of flat conductorsat higher current in order to improve heat
dissipation. For low Earth orbits, space charging and/or plasma short-
ing become serious problems at very high voltage. Therefore, the
distributionvoltage magnitude must be limited if rectangularor sheet
conductorsare used rather than round or coaxial confiquration.
4.1 Low Power Distribution
In studies by Martin Marietta (reference15) and Rockwell
International(reference16), it was concluded that round, insulated,
twisted pairs (shielded,as required) should be used for command, con-
trol, and low power wiring, that is, for power levels less than l KW or
for very short lengths of wire runs. High frequency and communication
coaxial cabling should be used or consideredwith interfacesto high
voltage subsystemsvia fiber optics.
Spacecraft subsystems located distant (over I00 meters) from
the central communicationsand/or load center should be linked to the
central station by a communicationlink or fiber optics associated with
a central computer. The 5 to 15 watts of power for the computer and
radio link at the remote control center will be more efficient from an
overall weight standpoint than the multi-pair conductors required to
supply the signals to the remote center. It would also eliminate the
probabilityof signal disruption and noise interferencegenerated by
the high voltage, high power portion of the solar array. It is recom-
mended that the solar array have a low voltage power tap near each
station.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMLL
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4.2 Power Distribution Optimization
Cables for large spacecraftmay be required to operate at
high voltage _nd high current, dependent upon the physical layout
of the solar array, the load power requirements,and the spacecraft
orbit. The design of the power distribution system will require that
the line losses be kept to an acceptable level without jeopardizing the
thermal characteristicsor subjecting the lines to arc-over. This
assumes that high voltage switching devices, power conversion, power
transfer, transformersand other equipment are available for protection
and control of the spacecraft power generation and distribution system.
Near term, 1980 - 1990, spacecraft planning includes many
opportunites for power levels to 25 kilowatts and a few for power
levels from 50 kilowatts to 2._ magawatts. Conventional low voltage
levels of 28 volts dc to 200 volts dc are adequate for the systems
operating at power levels to 25 kilowatts. However, lower voltages
will result in high current operation with considerable line power
losses at the higher power levels. Therefore, it is necessary to
optimize, the distribution system for each application to minimize
weight and power losses.
_lanystudies have been conducted on environmental interactions,
such as the space plasma environment. Host of these studies indicate
that the power losses will be small for distribution line and solar
array voltages to ?00 volts dc. There may be voltage limitations for
the larger systems. This will need considerationduring the power
distribution system preliminary design.
One design feature that must be considered is the solar
array power degradationwith time. For long duration missions the
initial power generated is greater than the power at the end of mission
life due to degradation. This initial extra power capability may
be used to offset some of the plasma power losses before the spacecraft
is transferredto geosynchronousorbit.
22
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The analysis that follows will not include environmental
poweF losses as a voltage limiting design criterion since there are
methods for preventing the problem.
4.2.1 Distribution System Mass
R. C. Finke, I. T. flyers,F. F. Terdan, and N. J. Stevens
(reference17) have shown that the mass of a spacecraft electric
power distributionsystem is dependent upon three parameters:
(i) the power distribution lines
(2) the extra power system generation weight required
to supply losses
(3) the heat rejection system weight required to ,andle
the losses
Thus, the total weight penalty for the distribution lines
is:
WT : WL + _Wp + _WH
WT = Total distriDtion system weight
WL = Distribution line weight
_Wp = Extra power generation required to supply losses
aWH = Heat rejection weight required
The distribution line weight can be calculated by
WL = 2DAI
D : distribution line material density, g/cm3
A : distribution line Area (cross section), cm2
l = distribution line length, cm
23
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The factor 2 is included in the formula because two lines
are required, a positive and a negative or return line. Since most
of the larger spacecraftwill be designed using graphite epoxy
structure a return line is necessary (return through structure may
not be feasible, nor desirable for certain designs).
The heat rejection weight is given by
212pl_H
_WH = A
Where
I = distribution line current, Amperes
p = distribution line resistivity,_-cm
_H : added conduction specific weight of the heat rejection
system, g/watt
This added weight is that part of the conductor required
to stabilize the conductor temperatureat e given upper temperature
limit. The third parameter, extra power generated, is given by
aWg : 212_I_
ag = specific weight of the power generation system, g/watt
' The total weight penalty is
WT - WL + AWH + AWg
24
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The optimum current density, J, can be obtained by setting
d(WT)
:0.dA
This will give the minimum distribution line penalty.
A = P(mH + _g
Thus the optimum area, Ao, is
P(_H+ :g)]½
Ao= I D
From this the weight of the optimized distribution line
can be found in terms of the power transmitted by substituting into
the initial formula WT = 2DAI and substitutingpower, P = IV.
Then
+V H _gl
Or
Where
P - power in watts
V - line voltage in volts
25
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The optimum distribution line weight for a two-line, direct
current system, in terms of power, P, output and line voltage, V, is
WT" 4,'OC,,H+
The specific masses of the heat rejection system and power
system, i_xH + ,Xg),depend upon the shape and orientation of the con-
_Wuctors,the operating temperatureof the conductors, the conductor
material, and the constructionof the solar array and cells. 9or this
simplified anaysis it will be as_Limedthat the conductors will be
constructed of wide, thin, aluminum sheets, with the sheet oriented
toward free space at the edge of the s_,_,"array. Aluminum sheet
material was selected for its weight, strength, cost, and it's ease
of fabrication, Other materials that _av De u-,d as conductors are
shown in Table 4,2.1-I.
TABLE 4.2.1-I Conductor _%aterials
Material Resistivity Density od
_licroOhm-cm g/cm3 i_-g)/cm2
(_o°c) (_o°c) (_io"6)
Aluminum 2.828 ,.z_" ",64
Beryllium 5.9 1.82 10 74
Copper (annealed) 1.724 8.89 15 33
Graphite 1589, (avg) 1.58 2507
Lithium 8,55 0.54 4 62
Magnesium 4.6 1,74 8 0
Silver 1,629 10,5 17 1
Sodium 4,3 0.97 4,17
Several materials have better minimum weight than aluminum.
Lithium and sodium have much better resistivity-densitycharacteristics.
But, these materials, along with beryllium and magnesium, are difficult
26
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to fabricateand store. Copper, silver, and silver alloys are
heavier than aluminum but are much easier to join and will be con-
sidered for the connectormaterials. Graphite characteristics
indicatethat it should not be consideredfor the ground return; its
resistivityis much higher than most metals. A more extensive study
should be made of the silver alloys and copper alloys. Some of them
may have good characteristicsapproachingthat of aluminum. Aluminum
materialsdo tend to crack and set with time. Continual flexing
(caused by electrical transients)could cause joints to weaken with
time.
4.2.2 Thermal Evaluation
Electrical conductorsmay be designed of either round or
rectangularconfiguration. Round conductorsmay be used for low
current distributionlines, and rectangularconductors may be used
for distributionlines carrying more than 150 amperes per square
centimeter. Round conductorswill be used for lower current control,
communication,and distributionlines. An analysis for the thermal
evaluationof conductorsfollows. In this analysis it is assumed
that rectangularsolar arrays will be used. Each array will have
less than six paralleldistributionlines. For a greater number of
lines the temperature rise of the centrally located conductors
will be greater than the outer conductorsdue to the restricted heat
radiationto space.
Aluminum sheet conductorsmay be selected for the higher
current applicationssince they have better heat radiation to space
than round conductors. Mounting provisionscan be provided for large
sheets on the back side of the primary structure. In order to
determinethe sheet conductorperformanceas a function of a solar
array configuration,the curve shown in figure was developed.
This curve is of the form
F(T) : I
W t
27
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where
I : Conductorcurrentin amperes
W : Conductorwidth in centimeters
t = Conductorthicknessin centimeters
F(T)= Currentdensityfunctionof conductoroperating
temperature(°C)
The curvewas developedusinga Boeing-derivedthermal
radiativeinterchangefactorcomputerprogram. Thisprogramincludes
a ray tracecapabilityto generateviewsof the conductorsto free
spaceand to the spacecraftto computethe conductorthermalper-
formance,for the conductorlocation.
For eachconductorunit lengththe mass per unit (M/L)
can be computedusingthe curveof Figure4.2.2-Ifor any operating
termperatureas follows:
Where M/L = Wt
M/L = mass per unit length(gm/cm)
= metaldensity,g/cm3
IvT-_
By Substitution M/L =
For conductorresistance
Where R = _-_
A - Conductorarea cm2
p • Conductorresistivity,R-cm
R s Conductorresistance(ohms)
The conductor12R lossper unit length
28
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but again
I__._:F(T)
wvT
then the per unitloss
12R I F(T)
L IV-6- V-_
F-RT-
A largesatellitehas a specificmass of the orderof 7
gramsper watt for a 10-20year lifein synchronousorbit. The total
masswhich is attributableto the conductorsystemis the mass of the
conductorsplusthe massof the array requiredto compensatefor
the 12R lossof the conductorsystem. That is:
TotalMass= ConductorMass+ 7 x conductor12R loss
For flatconductorsthe heatrefectionis by radiationto
space,or absolutezero. On a per unitconductionlengthbasis:
M(total) = IF(_ + 7 IpF(T)L v'_"
or
For the conductorsegmentrepresentedby the curve in figure4,2.2-2,
a conductoroperatingtemperaturecan be selectedwhichwill minimize
satellitemass.
The specificmass is calculatedby substitutingthe followinginfor-
mationintothe equation.
30
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o2,[c,,Ixi061,,o cm,
above 27oc
= 2.824+ (0.004/°C)micro ohm-cm
(at20°C)
A reasonableoperatingtemperatureis I00°C. That is, 50°C
abovethe nominaltemperatureof the solar array. Highertemperature
will increasethe incrementaltemperatureof the solararray section
underwhich the conductorpasses. At I00°C
p = 3.144ohm-cm
The linearexpansionof the conductoris lessthan0.3%
for the temperaturerangeO°C to i00°C. Thiswill causea slight
bowingof the conductorsbetweenstandoffswith the standoffs
stationedon graphiteepoxystructure.
The optimumdistributionlineweightfor solararrays
operatedat i00°Ccarryinga loadof 150 amperesis
l ,
WT (optimum)- _-_V _D(_g+ =H)
Where
= 3.144microohm-cm
D - 2.7 g/cm3
pO " 8.49 x 10-6 o_'cm2
=g + =H = 30 g/W (assumed)
Then
WT(optimum)= 10.092-_r grams
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PcMerdistributionlineweightsas a functionof linevoltage
for highpowersystemsare shownin figure4,2.2-2. Calculationsare
shownin Table4.2.2-I.
TABLE4.2.2-I: CalculatedDistributionLineWeight
as a Funtionof LineVoltage
__ , m ,,|,ii • , ,, I i
l
101 102 103 104VOLTS
m
28 360 Kg 3,600 Kg 36,000 Kg 360,O00Kg
100 101 1,010 10,100
250 40.4 404 4,040
750 13.S 135 1,350
1000 10.1 101 1,010
2000 5.05 50.5 505
5000 2.02 20.2 202
10,000 1.01 10.1 101
4.2.3 Mechanical Forces
There are always mechanical forces to contend with when
building a high current distribution system. Compressiveforces
and curltng forces must be considered for a direct-current system.
These forces becomelarge for closely spaced, htgh current ltnes.
The equations for these forces, the force between conductors, and
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the forcebetweenconductorand the Earth'smagneticfieldare given
in the following:
I. Compressiveforce
F/I • 1.386X I0"7 I2/W
F - Force inNewtons
I " Currentin Amperes
W - Widthof Sheet in Meters
l - Lengthof Sheet in Meters
2. CurlingForce t
F/I - (I/A)21 2t(w2"t2/3)tan'It/a+ W
+ 24[t2- ((W+2a)/3)2 log ((w+2a)2 + t2) / (w+a)2]l
]
Where
F • Force in Dynes
I/A - CurrentDensityin Amps/cm2
l - Lengthin cm
t - Thickness in cm
W _ Width in cm
a - Widthof SelectedAreaAt the Edgeof the Sheet
3. ForceBetweenConductors
'/l - {2xlO"7 IiI2)/b
• Force in Newtons
Ill2 • ConductorCurrentsin Amperes
1 • Length in Meters
b • Conductor Spacing in Meters
4. Force BetweenConductors and Earth's Magnetic Field
F/I - Sl sin e
F • Force in Newtons
1 • Length in Meters
I - Current in Amperes
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B = MagneticFluxDensityin Webers/Meter2
e = AngleBetweenthe Conductorand the Linesof
MagneticFlux
Highcurrenttransientsand faultswill subjectthe struc-
turalseparatorsand standoffsbetweenconductorsand betweencon-
ductorsand groundto forcesare greatas 2.5 timesnormaloperating
forces. Theseforceswill tendto pulltogetherand curl flat
conductorssimultaneously(figure4.2.3-1). In addition,large
stresseswill be imposedon the structural(highresistance)ground.
Thisconductormovementwill flex _nd stretchthe conductors,
placingheavytensileloadson the matedconnectorsand linejoints.
An exampleof the impactof one of theseforcescan be
shownfor the forcesbetweenconductors(eq.3)where:
For a systemwith 1,000amperesof currentwires spaced
1 meter
F = 0.045Ibs/meterof wire length
For a 10 MW systemwith a 4 KV operatingvoltage
F = 0.28Ibs/meter
4.3 Wireand CableRouting
Wireand cableroutingwill differfor eachsolararray
and powerutilizationcenterconfiguration.Somegeneralrouting
guidelinesare delineated,nthisparagraphwhichmay simplifyproblem
areason the solararraypanelsand withinthe highvoltagemodules.
4.3.1 SolarArrays
Solarcellconnectionsare uniqueto the typecell and
sizeof the cell. For largepanelseachseriescell groupshould
be connectedso as to producenearneutralelectricand magnetic
fields. For currentsup to about500A,the fieldswillnot be
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a) COMPRESSION b) CURL
c) MAGNET1C REPULSION d) EARTH FIELD FORCE
F/gum 4.2.3.1: Sheet Conductor Loads
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sufficient to significantlyprotect the array from plasma or particulate
damage. Field neutralizationcan be accomplished by having the series
cell strings fold back on themselves. In addition, the positive
and negative power line connections should be kept close together.
Both power lines from a cell group should be connected to
a single two-wire tape to produce a neutral magnetic field. Many
two-wire tapes can then be brought to the edges of the solar array
or along the center pole to continue the neutralizationof electric
and magnetic fields. This wiring technique produces a case of near
zero magnetic and electric fields, allowing the plasma charge to
buili up on the array according to the quantity and charge of the
incoming flux.
Flat, rectangular conductors in tapes are excellent for
interconnectingthe cell groups on a large panel producing up to
5 kilowattsof power. The near neutral electric and magnetic fields
can be achieved and the tapes can be stacked on the edges of the panel.
Stacking several tapes will result in a large capacitance
between conductors unless all negative conductors are positioned over
each other. By placing the negative conductor s as shown in sketch A
the capacitance can be kept to a minimum.
I&-_ _'
I : . _...T.._T._._' . &, t,. .... 71
I
I f I
i )
I
t i
Sketch A
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For instance, a tape made up of several flat conductors
0.075 cm thick spaced 0.1 cm apart in a dielectric media of cr = 3.5
have a capacitance of approximately35 picofarads/meterfor each
pair of conductors. A 50 kw panel could conceivably have upwards
of 50 conductor pairs in parallel or a capacitance of 0.0017
microfarad/meter. This capacitancewill have some storage capability
to decrease the effects of transients but will add to the power
source energy to do greater damage in case of a short or arc. Both
conditions should be considered in the wire routing design.
Conductors from the panels all have some resistance, therefore,
line voltage drops become a problem. Distant panels could be operated
at either higher voltage or the cells operated off the peak power
point. Either way, the overall panel efficiencywill be less than
the solar array average. To decrease this problem all conauctors from
one to four panels could be paralleledand the power transferred to
the utilizationpoint by the two parallel pairs (one on each side of
the array). The conductors to the distant panel group would have to
be considerably larger in cross section area than those to the near
(utilizationpoint) group to compensate for voltage drops. A trade
study should be made to determine the need for this kind of wire
routing.
The larger conductors should be mounted for thermal cooling
by radiation to space when possible. This will require special
connections to the solar array panel. The flat conductor configuration
could be continued to the rotary joint slip rings. From the rotary
joint to the utilization point round or flat conductors could be
used depending upon the voltage and heat transfer equipment used therein.
Wiring in high voltage equipment compartments should be
of round conductors. For high power and high voltage round tubing is
preferred. The tubing will hold its configurationduring vibration
and shock much better than insulated flexible conductors. Round tubing
also has fewer problems with voltage breakdown, corona, and "clumping"
or Malter effect than sharp edged square or small solid conductors
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which have high electric field stress at the corners or small radii.
Tubular wiring should be considered for all open-constructiontype
electrical/electronicequipment and for the interconnectionsbetween
the high voltage modules. Screen-type shielding housing should be
designed around those open constructed modules to reduce electromagnetic
interference.
4.3.2 Electrical/ElectronicEquipment Cables and Connectors
High-voltage,high-power cables and connectors for electrical/
electronic equipment will be made of either flexible coaxial config-
uration or round tubing. The coaxial connectors must be machine or
wrench torqued. Ample space between the connector shell and equipment
must be available for portable hand tools used by the crew member.
A minimum of 5 cm spacing is recommended.
High-voltagetubing will be made with solid taper metal
fittingswith smooth, rounded clamping nuts (corona ball configuration).
Special tools with soft gripping surfaces (rubber)will be required to
connect/disconnectthe clamping nuts.
4.4 Wire and Cable Concepts
Conductors designed for high current (over 150 amperes ) must
have very low resistance, be able to radiate heat to space, or have ex-
ternal cooling. In space external cooling loops for wire bundles are
impractical. Thus conductor designs should be such as to radiate
heat to space or low resistanceconductors should be considered for
high current applications.
High current conductors to and from the rotary joint should
be large, low resistance, rectangularconductors. Heat loss should be
kept to a minimum because all heat from the rotary joint will be
by active or passive radiators. Rectangular and/or tubular conductors
can be designed for structural strength and rigidity to withstand the
vibration and shock imposed on the spacecraftmodules during Earth
39
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to orbit transport.
The physical shape of the conductor can be used to increase
heat removal capabiiities. A cylindrical conductor would have the
lowest surface area to current density ratio. A method to achieve
a larger surface area to current density ratio would be to use a
rectangularcross-section. This concept can be extrapolated to
the extreme case where very thin, wide conductors are used
such as in the high power distribution system concepts. In these
concepts (figure 4.4-i), to minimize satellite mass, conductor grade
aluminum sheet was selected for the main and acquisition buses.
Analysis of conductor operating temperature versus mass led to the
choice of a conductor operating temperatureof 100°C. A one mill-
imeter conductor thickness was selected as the minimum gauge on the
basis of handling and assembly. This leads to the result that the
buses are 0.0158 centimeterswide for each ampere carried.
Holding the conductors in place are insulating standoffs
spaced incrementally. The spacing between conductors will be large
enough to prevent arcing if a conducting medium (outgassing,or
ionized particles) enters the region between the conductors. By
placing the conductors one above the other, the fields between the
conductors are more favorable and the cooling of the conductors is
optimized. Curving, or rolling the edges minimizes field stress
concentrationswhich sharp edges cause. The conductor sheets can be
brought up in rolls and unrolled as the installationproceeds. To
provide some protectionwhen astronauts would be maintaining the
spacecraftwhile the electrical system was operating (similar to
electric utility maintanance crews working on 'hot' power lines so
as to avoid shutting down the system), a very thin conformal coating
could be applied to the conductor. In a final design, tradeoffs would
have to be made as to the coating thickness, the temperature effect,
the effect on the conductor weight, and the relation to system
revenu_
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4.5 Routing Techniques
Candidate structural configurationswill influence routing
techniques. For some concepts the electrical distribution and the
electronicsdata systems can be placed in troughs in the structures
which are deployed and assembled with the structure. In some cases,
these can be in different troughs because of EMI/EMC. Or the cabling
can be installed and fastened to the surface structure. When the
electrical power cable requires a design such as shown in figure 4.5-I,
the routing again varies because of the design of the standoffs to
accommodate the high voltage in the system. The system to be grounded
by the electrical conductor and all structural elements will be
bonded to the ground bus. Each load location will be serviced by
the electrical ground conductor to which all equipment boxes will
be bonded. The significant difficultieswill be encountered as the
electronic data and electrical distribution systems encounter struc-
tural assembly joints, flexible joints, and rotary joints. Although
cable lengths will be minimized, the structural design will dictate
where cables will be fastened. There will probably be minimum
crossing of cables over areas where no structure exists. This is
caused by a lack of fastening for the cables, and a lack of handholds
for an astronaut working during EVA duties. Larger structures will
have more open areas than smaller area structures.
Routing over flexible joints will have to consider the amount
of joint movement allowed, which will influence what type of trans-
mission llne Joint will be made over the structuraljoint. The
electronicsdata and electrical power distributionwill have to have
a flexible connectionwhen crossing any such joint. Examples of
two sheet conductor flex joint concepts are shown in figures 4.5-2 and
4.5-3. Several other concepts will be developed and trades for
cost, mass, and assembly operation made.
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SHEET %
CONDUCTOR
SECTION A.A
(PREFA8 CONNECTOR,
WELD. CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE)
CABLES
(ROUND CONDUCTOR)
Figure 4.5.2: Flex Joint Concel_t for Vertical Movement Between Sheet Conductors
Figure 4.5-3: Corrugated Flex Joint for Sheet Conductor
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4.6 Solar Array Cable Open/Fault Instrumentation
Each solar array wing on the spacecraftwill be made of
many panels. Each panel will have a number of series/parallel
connected solar cells within a panel section. An open or shorted
wire pair to one section can be determined by one of three candidate
types of sensors. They are:
differential temperaturesensor, temperature sensitive
paints, or an in-flightrecorder of voltage and current
from each section.
The differential temperaturesensor appears beet because it
can sense temperatured_ferentials of 0.5°C and the backside
differential temperaturebetween operating and non-operating solar
array sections will be at least 5°C, depending upon the solar cell
operating efficiency.
The problem with temperaturesensitive paints is that
they outgas and have to be replaced regularly,because of deteriora-
tion. Therefore, they are incompatiblewith spacecraft design objectives.
An in-flight test set is bulky, requires installationof sensors on
each wire pair, has to be monitored periodically,and lowers the
system reliability. It also is not recommended.
Once a solar cell string has been determined co have failed,
an impedance sensor can be used to determine if it is in the wiring
of the cells or the wire pair. If it is in a wire pair, then one of
the spare wire pairs can be attached in parallel. It must be remem-
bered that the whole high voltage (> 32 volts) solar array section
(or array) must be de-energizedbefore work on measurements or re-
pair can be initiated.
All spare conductors should be pre-tinned so that a solder
diffusion bond can be made between the new conductors and the section.
A handcarried,battery-operatedbonding tocl will be designed and
used for this purpose. I
)
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5.0 CONNECTORS
Astate-of-art-studywas made to determinewhichconnectors
are availableor havebeenused successfullyon spacecraftin similar
orbitsand/orwith comparablepowerlevels. Sincenoneof the space
systemshaveyet beenat the sizesand powerlevelsof the systems
in the proposedstudy,unavailableitemswill be identified.
Conceptualdesignswill be made for the unavailableconnectorsand
will be analyzedfor performancewith the typesof spacecraftstruc-
tures,sizes,and dimensionsselectedby the systemstructuredesigners.
5.1 ConnectorSurvey
The objectiveof the surveywas to determineexisting
electricalconnectoravailabilityand to analyze,studyand establish
optimumconnectordesignsfor maintainablespacecraftsubstation
interfaces.
A revlewwas madeof existingelectricalconnectorsfor
new and old spacecraftsystemsto determineif state-of-artconnectors
are suitablefor considerationfor use in mannedand unmannedmain-
tainablespacecraftappllcations.Three specificareaswere investi-
gated:
e What state-of-artconnectordesignsare available?
e What additionalautomatic,remotehandling,latching
devicesare available?
e Whatnew, low-insertforcecontactsare available?
5.1.1 BoeingSpacecraftApplications
The reviewof Boeingspacecraftapplicationsdisclosedthat
severalconnectorslistedon the InertialUpperStage (IUS)preferred
partslistofferdesignfeatureswhichmeet the objectivesof the
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above study. The connectors are basically MIL-C-38gg9, series I,
modified to meet the outgassing and lubrication requirements
for spacecraft use.
No additional automatic latching devices were found, although
the G & H Breech-Lok type of coupling may be suitable with remote
latching. This coupling is used on MIL-C-3899g, series IV connectors.
This connector is in use as the Pod Umbilical connector for GSRS
(Ground Support Rocket System).
There are three contact configurationsnow under evalua-
tion which offer a 50 to 70_ decrease in insertion force. These
are: the Bendix brush contact, the Cannon tapered pin and the multi-
wire mesh (Hypertac)contact from Industrial Electronic Hard,are
Corporation. These contacts configurationswill be able to be used
in existing connector designs.
There are some limited-use connectors (ZSO-3301g, Inter-
stage and 280-33020, Umbilical) uniquely utilized which possess
features that could meet basic design requirements needed for space-
craft interfaces.
Connectors meeting 40 M series specification requirements
are performing satisfactorilyin manned and unmanned spacecraft
programs. This type of connectors should be considered for the
near-term spacecraft of the IgBO's. Some modificationsmay be
required for the coupling mechanisms to meet the unmanned, automatic
assembly in space requirementsfor the late and/or post 1980 to Ig90
decade. The study by Martin Marietta (reference g), includes data
on the 40 M series connectors. Connector specialistsworking on
the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) spacecraft also agree that the 40 M
series connectors are satisfactoryfor present and future spacecraft.
5.2 Connector Concepts
Cables and connectors for high voltage, high power,
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highcurrentsystemsmustbe developedfor minumumweightand L
efficientcooling. To achievethesedesignrequirements,connectors
must have low contactresistanceto minimizeresistanceand heating
and havegood connectionswith simplelightweightmechanisms.The
connectordesignconceptis impactedby the spacecraftdesign. For
instance,muchof _hespacecraftstructurewill be assembledin
space. When the power,control,and communicationwire and cablesare
made an integra_partof the structurethenall wiresand cableson
structuralmembersmust be mated simultaneouslywith thematingof
structuralmembers. Therefore,it ismandatorythatthe structural
matingmechanismbe pertiallyengagedand the connectorplate
assent)liesin alignment,priorto connectorengagement.
Whena multipleconnectorplateis used,the connector
plateshallmatebeforethe individualconnectors.T,,enas the
spzcecraftand connectorplatebecomefullyengaged,the connectors
will alsob_ fully engaged.
5.2.I ConnectorModifications
Hilitaryspecifiedconnectorslistedin MIL-C-3899g,
SeriesI, modifiedto meet the outgassingand lubricationrequirements
for spaceuse,are adequatefor mostspacehardwarewith powerlevels
to 25 kilowatts. For spacecraftusing largespacecraftstructures
technology(LSST)somenew con_lectortechnologyis neededto meet
the requirementsfor higherpower (50 kw to 2.5 MW),highervoltages
(ZOOto I0.000volts),and currentsto 750 amperes. I,"somecases
shieldedconnectorsare requiredto suppressEMI frommoduleto
modulewithinthe power ut;llzatlonequilxaent.Thus the need*or new
connector concepts.
5.2.2 AvionicsRequlrementFor On-OrbitAssembly
SDeicalemphasiswill be givento determinethe capability
of the spacecraftavionicsequipmentto ,_et the requireme,ts
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involvedin rendezvousand docking. Severalmodesof operationmay
be considered.These includeusingthe Space-GroundLink Subsystem
(SGLS),the GlobalPositionSystem(GPS)satellites,and a completely
self-containedon-boardsystem. Itwas assumedthatone goalof NASA
wouldbe to havea systemthatcouldnot be interferedwith and which
wouldnot radiatedetectablesignalsexceptthosepreprogrammedto
be transmitted.
The maximumrangefor rendezvousis set by the spacecraft
threesigmaerrorthat is permittedby specification.A typical
requirementis assumedfor a spacecraftwith a threesigma position
and velocityinjectionaccuraciesof +_92N. Mi. and +_78FPS (bothRSS
values).
The studyof eachconceptexaminedand its requirementsto
performthe rendezvousand dockingmissionis depictedin figure5.2.2-1.
Radarsystemsof the typeused in the Apolloprogramare
verysuitableto meetthe missionrequirements.Lasars,radar
systems,and the microelectroniccamerasrecentlyintroducedon the
marketwere examinedfor close-in(200ft or less)operation.
The followingcombinationwas selected:
e Apollotyperendezvousradar
e Microelectroniccamerasystemfor close-inrelative
attitudeand positiondetermination
e A mechanical"Soft_ock"firstcontactsystem
e A mechanicalmeansof drawingthe dockingvehicle
intoa "HardDock"finalposition
The close-indockingsystemused in thesesix degreeof
freedomsimulationsis shown in figure5.2.2-2
Requirementswere establishedfor the RendezvousRadarand
the Close-inCamerasystem. Theseare shownin figures5.2.2-3and 5.2.2-4.
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Figure 52.2-I: Docking Operation $chemat/c
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• bnge of radar sy$1em operation • 210 nmi to 200 ft
• Baseline data rate : I output/s_c
• Vary dill rile to extreme of ! output/man
to show Ihe effect on power required
Let o R - $00 ft at 210nmi
:;R " _0 f! at 200 ft
UR = 0.5 ft/sec al 210 nmi
o R = 0.1 ft/see at 200 ft
°look ansle - 0.7 des al 210 nmi
qlook =nsJe = 0.5 des at 200 f!
°look ansle tale " 0.5 deg/_c at 210 nmi
°look ansle rate • 0.2 de|/sec al 200 f!
• Key point:
These requiremenls are based on Apollo rendezvous radar
capabililies and are also compatible with handover
requiremenls of the CCD camera dockinll system.
F_m,re 5.2.2-2" Rendezvous Radar System Requirements
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F_gure 5.2,2-4: CCD Accuracy Recluiremen_
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5.2.3 Connector Plate
An exploded view of the connector plate with alignment
pins and the spacecraft structure docking probe-and drouge is shown
in figure 5.2.3-1. It is necessary that the chase spacecraft connector
plate be free floating so the alignment pins can insert properly. The
"free float" plate would consist of movements in all three planes.
There should be some spring loading for shock absorption during final
mating. This should be limited to +_5millimeters movement in the
X & Y planes. The spring loading in the Z-plane will keep constant
pressure on the mating connectors.
Some high voltage, high current connectors will not require
a connector plate. Due to their physical size and spacing they will
be connected individuallyas the chase craft is docked to the mother
craft. The connector plate will not require a latching device, the
spring loading will hold the two plates together. The plates will
contain feed-through type connectors that can be mated on both sides.
All cables mounted on the structureswill be connected to the connector
plates.
Each connector on the chase spacecraftwill be keyed and
have limited movement to prevent pin damage.
5.2.4 Design Concepts
The connector design conceptsdescribed below must be
mrchanically and electricallyanalyzed for applicabilityon a space-
craft. These concepts only partially agree with NASA and military
connector specificationsand standards. Indeed, if they were made
a part of a new, automaticallyassembled in _pace, spacecraft design,
new specificationsand controls would be necessary.
Concept number one is a multi-pin, cone-shaped connector.
A diagram of the connector insert and shell is shown in figure 5.2.4-1. i
1
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PLATE
ALIGNMEN'T -
PINS
MOTHERCRAFT _ 1_ CHASIECRAFT
CONNECTOR PLATE STRUCTURE
|
"' ": ) _------ SPRING LOAOED
_o,
Figure 5,2.3.1: ConnectorPlmrRAlignment
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This unit is selfaligningand may be connected/disconnectedasily.
An alignmentsloton the sideof the insertallowsthe insertto
rotateup to +_200. The latchingmechanismis similarto snap-lock
fittingspresentlyusedand may be attachedto the end of the insert
end as shown,or made partof a snap-lockringon the largeshell
of the connector.All wireswill be attachedon the insidevia
insertpinsto the connectorcontacts.
Thissamecone configurationcouldbe used for single
conductorcoaxialconfigurtions.In thatcase the couplingring
would requirea spannerwasherto applypositivepressureto the
insertconethourghoutthe lifeof the connector. A specialtool
would be requiredto fullymate the highvoltagecoaxialcone type
connectors.Two Americanmanufacturesmake connectorsof the design
shownin figure5.2.4-2
A highvoltage,highpower,singlerectangularbar connection
conceptis shown in figures5.2.4-3and 5.2.4-4. Guidefingersare
usedto alignthe connectorintothe propermatingsnaplocks. An
automaticclampingdevicewould be releasedonto two surfacesafter
the bars are in place. This unitcouldbe connected/disconnected
with a specialtool.
A specialtoolfor the circularconnectoris shown in
figure5.2.4-5. Thistool turnsat two speeds,0,1 turnper sec.
for snap lockconnectors,and I turnper sec.for the high voltage
coaxialconnectors.
5.2.5 ConceptEvaluation
The connectordesignconceptsare evaluatedin Table5.2.5-I
with respectto impacton spacecraftdesignand EVA by astronauts
or mechanisms.
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Connectorconceptsare shownin the followingfigures:
Figure5.2.2-5 - Connectorplatealignment
Figure5.2.5-I - MIL-C-38gg9ventedconnectors
Flgure5.2.5-2 - Singlecontactequipmentconnector
Figure5.2.4-I - Multlplnconeconnector
Figure5.2.4-2 - HV coneconnector
Figure5.2.4-3 - Rectangularbar connection
In summary,the designconecptsthat shouldbe further
investigatedare as follows:
Figure5.2.2-5 - AlignmentblocksusingFigure
connectorsare recommendedfor all
low voltageapplications
Figure5.2.4-2 - Singlecone connectorsare r_commended
for highvoltagehighcurrentapplica-
tionwhere shieldingis required.
Figure5.2.4-3 Bar connectorsare recommendedfor
highcurrentand highvoltageapplica-
betweenpowerlineson adjacentsolar
panels.
5.3 Termination Methods
For the lowerpowerranges, the availableconnectortech-
nologycan be utilized. For the largepowerrangesteveralp._wer
connector concepts were analyzed for, bus "bars" (rectangular bar
conductors). Since photovoltatc systems tend to be large in area due
to their low power density, several types of conductors could be used
on a single system. Figure 5.3-1 illustrates a system in wh4¢hpower
ts collected from solar array sections with cable conductors. These
power lines connect to a central feeder which could be a thin sheet or
rectangular bar (figure 5.3-2). This determination ts depei_ent upon
central feeder transmission power (current/voltage) and length. The
central feeders may then be connected to a main distribution line
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to supply some load, to be defined.
The connection of power lines, central feeders, and dis-
tribution line must be defined as to the solar array design involved,
including insulation required for supports, manufacturing techniques,
and joining techniques. For instance, the joining techniques used
for a rectangular bar could involve a mechanical fastener (nuts/
bolts, clamp, socket, etc.) whereas a thin foil connector may re-
quire some bonding operation (conductiveadhesives,welding, etc.).
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6.0 ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS
Since the equipment will be operating in the space environment
(hard vacuum, particulate radiation, plasma, solar insolance, zero-G
ultraviolet, and meteoroids) its operational function should be com-
patible with all the conditions encountered. For safety reasons and
: time management considerations,the crew members should limit their
EVA time during the deployment and assembly of the spacecraft.
6.1 Plasma and Particulate
The first objective of these studies is to quantitatively
determine the amount of debris that will be collected by the high voltage
circuit aboard a spacecraft and the plasma interaction on the high
voltage system. The second objectives is to determine the effects of
these environmentaldisturbanceson the operation and life of the high
voltage circuits.
Various environmentalimpacts significantly influence the
performance of the power system of spacecraft. Although solar winds,
plasma, and particulate debris differ in their mass, energy, and charge,
they interact with the spacecraft in a similar manner. That is, plasma
and particulatesboth have an electric charge; in addition, the particu-
lates have mechanical interaction. This interactionwith the power
system results in effects such as:
o arcing and surface damage,
o power loss,
o short circuiting of electrical elements,
o degradation of paints and surface finishing.
These effects present serious problems for large space-
craft power system design due to:
o High voltage cables and connectors exposed to the environment.
o Excessive dielectric surface on the solar arrays
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o Low density materials in the spacecraft structure
o Requirementfor 10-20 years of service
These problems were investigatedusing the most recent
relevant literature.
6.1.1 Plasma Problems
Extensivework has been done on spacecraft charging due to
ambient plasma and solar winds, (references 18, 19, and 20). To date,
most of the work has been done for small spacecraft. Out of the
available analyses on large spacecraft, very few tackled the concepts
for developing techniques for reducing plasma impact problems. This
presents a challenging, interestingproblem. The exposed cables,
conductors,and connectors carry large currents which produce
significantmagnetic fields, in addition to the electric fields due
to high voltage between conductors. In some cases, fields may be
utilized in controlling the impacts of charged particles. This is
achieved by selecting the proper configuration and design of conductors
and cable_ for the spacecraft. As an illustration (reference 21)
figure 6.1.1-I, shows the influence of the magnetic field of a con-
ductor carrying a current in a moving plasma. The inertial force of
the accelerated plasma or a gravitation field force a charge separa-
tion mode at the plasma boundary. Thus plasma is confined in the
magnetic field around the conductor. Lee Parker (reference22) had im-
plemented this concept in his analyses for a solar power staellite.
He considered a configurationwhere two cylinderical bus lines carry
the current from a 2X20 km solar array as shown in figure 6.1.1-2. His
analyses had indicated that electrons up to several Mev in energy are
prevented from reaching a large fraction of the array surface. In
the vicinity of the 100 kiloamp currents near the lower end of the array,
the width of the protected portion of the array is 270 meters within
which the life time of the solar cells would be prolonged by a pos-
sible factor of 5. Miller et. al. (reference 23) had conducted similar
analyses, but considered a more complicated configurationfor the
current sources and buses for a section of the solar array (figure 6.1.1-3).
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The magneticfielddue to thiscurrentdistributionwas determined
overthe array. Theiranalyseshad indicatedthatfor a normally
incidentplasma,most of the panelis not screenedfromelectronswith
energygreaterthan I Kev exceptalongthe crossedmidlines. This
indicatedthat the presentedarrangementmay promotedifferential
chargingand electronavalanche;for protonsthe cutoffenergies
are 1/1836of thesefor electrons,hencemost of the panel_ nct
protectedagainstprotonswith energygreaterthan I eV. Thusthe
analysesof Parkerand Milleret. al. indicatethe complexitiesof
the shieldingproblem. Unlimitednumbersof configurationsand
designsfor the electricconductors,cables,and connectorsmay be
implemented.Eachhas its shieldingeffectswith variedadvantages
and disadvantages;more analysesare beingpursuedto findthe optimum
configurationand designfor the conductors,cables,or connectors.
In figure6.1.1-4,a preliminaryanalyseson flatconductingbus lines
insteadof cylindricalones is presented.
6.1.2 ParticulateProblems
No seriousconsiderationhas beengivenfor the impact
of particualtedebrison spacecraft.Thismay misleaddesignerswho
mightassumethatthe impactof particulatedebrisis insignificant.
Analyseshaveindicated,however,thatthe impactsof particulate
debrison largespacecraftare appreciable.Problemsare causedby
debris,suchas cosmicdust,strikingthe spacecraftat speeds
greaterthanabout5 km/s. The impactof sucha particleupon the
spacecraftsurfacecausesa shockwave to propagatefromthe ccllision
interfacecompressingand heatingthe effectedareas. The spacecraft
surfaceat the collisionis meltedand the particulateismostly
vaporized,causingcrateringand fragmentationin the spacecraftsurface.
The experimentalwork of Gaultand Heitowlt(reference24) showed
thatan aluminumprojectilewith velocityof 6.25km/sand impacting
uponbasaltsurfacesinducedejectionof massapproximately370 times
the massof the projectile.I)ohnanyiand Marcus(reference25 and 26)
had indicated,however,thata largerangeof experimentalresults
on ejectiongeneratedfromimpactsintorocksare approximatedby
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= 5v2MpkwhereMe and Mp are the massesof ejectionandMe pro-
jectile,respectively;_ is the velocityof the impactingparticle !_
in km/s,and k is a normalizationconstantof 1 s2/km2. Thus, 'Ii
for a speedof 6.25 km/s,the aboveequationyieldsabout half i
the amountsuggestedby Gaultand Heitowist. Therefore,applying i
thisformulayieldsa conservativestimateof the ejectionthat
is generatedas a resultof cosmicdust impactingupon the space-
craft.
Usingthe followingvalues:
o Cosmicdustaveragespeed- 8 km/s(reference27)
o Cumulativefluxvalue- 3.3x10"3m'2sec'l(1_sr)"I,
(reference27)
o NASA recommendationfor micrometeoroidmass distri-
bution(reference28)
o Solarpanelarea = I km2
The aboveformulayieldsa valueof 430 gm/dayof ejected
mass. This is almost104 timesmore thanthe ejectionproducedby
continuoussubstormprotonflux (reference24), indicatingthatthe
impactsof particulatedebrisare seriousand requiredevelopment
t
of techniquesto minimizetheirimpacts.
6.1.3 EnvironmentalEffectson WireRouting
Plasmaand debriscauseproblemsfor highvoltagelines,
thatis, open lineswith over300 voltsbetweenconductors.Plasma,
beinga semi-conductingmedium,causesa minutecurrentflowbetween
the conductors,resultingin a powerlosswhich increaseswith in-
creasedvoltageand increasedflux.
Debris,whetherfromspaceor fromthe spacecraft,will 1
collecton highvoltageconductorsas shown in figures6.I.3-I
and 6.1.3-2. Debriscan be collectedon the highvoltageconductors
by I) directcollisionof the spacedebriswith the conductor,
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or 2) electromagneticfield forcing the debris on the spacecraft
surface to the conductor as shown in figure 6.1.3-I.
Once the debris have enter,_dthe field of the conductor,
they will become charged and polarized to form a seta (hair like)
growth on the conductors. Some ol these charged particleswill form
bridges or "strings-of-pearl_"between high voltage and low voltage
or ground planes as shown in figure 6.1.3-2. The field stress at the ends
of the seta is very high, so _ny plasma in that region can and will
initiate an arc between the conductor a_idground plane on another
conductor, initiated at the highly stressed seta. It is important
to shield the conductors ano high voltage lines from debris whenever
possible.
The question always arises about the benefit of insulated
surfaced conductors. The debris will attach to the insulated
surface. For thinly insulated surfaces, less than 0.5 mm thick, the
fiela will be greater than the dielectric breakdown strength of the
insulation. Therefore, an insulation breakdown would be inevitable.
Shi_._. "_n best be done with:
I) Coaxial conductors,with the high voltage conductor insiJe,
Z) Side by side or layered conductors to produce zero field
effects,
3) Heavily insulated conductors.
The layered conductors, as shown in sketch A, have the overall
advantage since the external magnetic field is neutralized, they are
inexpensive,and they are easily placed on the spacec_'aft. Insulated
conductors will have ma_y pin holes and the insulationwill be
subject to arcs since it will be expose_ to the environment. Coaxial
configurationsare expensive and much _ore difficult to join in space.
7_
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6.2 Gases and Contaminantsin the Environment
Corona and voltage breakdown of a gas are affected by temper-
ature, charged particie radiation,ultraviolet irradiation,and particu-
late (space or spacecraftdebris) contamination. Other contributing
factors include electrode materials, electrode shape and finish, type
of insulation,outgassing,electrical field stresses, electrode spacing,
and applied voltage.
Contaminantscan be foreign gasses, dust particles, oxides,
and salt_. For example, helium used for leak detection, if entrapped,
_ reduces the breakdown voltage. If mechanical or electrical stressing
should cause the insulationto crack internally,the crack can fill
with helium ratn,_rthan nitrogen or other pressurizinggas. When the
helium partial preszure is between 13.3 N/M2 (1 x 10"I torr) and
2.66 x 103 N/m2 (20 torr) it can ionize, generating partial discharges
within the void, and possibly result in insulationfailuYe.
Dust p:_ticles can contribute to local stress by making a
plane surface ha' several points on the electrode. Likewise, oxides
and salt_, which are present in the air during the assembly, storage,
_d transportation and launch, can deposit on the surface of the insulation.
Eventually these d_posits lower the electronicwork function of the
metal electrode permittingvoltage breakdown at much lower voltage.
The vacuum in deep space is a good insulator because it
contains few charge carriers and the mean-free path _r exceeds the
gap _e_ween electrodes. The volume within most spacecraft, however,
_.w contains gas atoms and charged particles frcm these sources:
a. Outgassing from nearby materials
b. Sublimationof nearby surfaces
c. Trapped air within the components
d. Cas-filled voids in insulation
e. Spacecraft leakage gases
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As a result the interelectrodegap can appraoch the minimum
corona initiationor voltage breakdown from the high-vacuum side of the
Paschen Law curve, These gas sources can be minimized during design
and manufacturing. However, they must be quantified so that the
pressure/temperatureprofile in critical gaps can be calculated to
permit design of a corona-free system. Breakdown voltage for selected
pure metals in uncontaminatedvacuum is shown in Table 6.2-1. The break-
down voltage between contaminated electrodes may be as much as an
order of magnitude voltage lower than that between the pure metals
and/or alloys.
Table 6.2-I: Vacuum Breakdown of Metal Electrodes
Material Vacuum Breakdown Voltages
(polis,ledsurfaces) (kilovoltsfor 1 mm gap)
Steel 122
Stainless Steel 120
Nickel 96
Aluminum 41
Copper 37
Unpressurizedhigh-voltageconductors in the presence of
outgassing from a spacecraft or even from high-voltage insulation
are also vulnerable to corona, partial discharges,and arc-over. If
there is outgassing, then the turn-on of high voltage circuits must
be delayed until the pressure due to outgassing nas decreased to a
satisfactory low level.
6.2.i Space Environment
Most satellitesoperate in space where the gas pressure (less
than 10"4N/m2makesth_ theoreticaldielectric strength of the volume
80
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of gas greater than 3xlO5 volts/cm, a value I0 times the dielectric
strength of dry air at sea level. This is because there are few
carriers and the mean free path exceeds the gap length between closely-
spaced electrodes.
The spacecraft and its modules and circuits slowly outgas
after the spacecraft is inserted into orbit as the spacecraft is
boosted from its launch pad into orbit the external pressure de-
creases rapidly,from Earth sea-level pressure (1.013 x 105N/m2) to
less than 1 x lu-5N/m2. This pressure change takes only a few
minutes, but the pressure next to the outer surface and inside the
spacecraftwill remain at a higher value throughout the life of the
spacecraft,due to the outgassing of electrical, structural,and
other materials.
6.2.2 Internal Gas Pressure
During boost, gas escapes rapidly from the spacecraft
interior as the altitude changes from sea level to thirty kilometers
into space. During this interval, there is little differential pressure
between the inside and outside of the spacecraft. As the spacecraft
continues on its projected course, its internal pressure will be
t
greater than the external pressure due to the slow outgassing, through
small orifices, tubes and cracks, of gases entrapped in electrical
and thermal insulationsand structuralmaterials.
For a spacecraftwhich has no outgassing products, the
flow of gas can be calculated by the Clausing equation (reference 2S).
(__I I12
C = 3.638 Ak cc/s
Where: C is the flow conductance for the orifices
Ak is the area of the k orifices in square centimeters
T is the internal temperature in OK
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m is the mass of the gas molecule in grams
This equation is used for estima¢ing the flow of gas from
chamber to chamber in a multiple chamber vacuum system.
Scialdone calculated and measured spacecraft compartment
and equipment outgassing rates (reference29). He shows that the
depressurizationtime constant T , which is the time for the pressure
to decrease to 36% of its initial pressure, is V/C, where V is the
volume in cubic centimeters and the conductance C is:
C = Z/4 _ Ak
= (8 kT/xm)I/2 cm/s (_ is the molecular flow
speed and k is the Boltzman constant).
Gases such as air and nitrogen have a time constant of
about 0.4 second when bled through a 1-cm2 opening in a 10-cm radius
steel sphere (reference36). NASA experience (reference 29) has shown
that a 0.1 sec. time constant insures adequate outgassing around high
voltage circuits.
These equations work well with known outgassing port sizes,
• spacecraft volumes, and non-g_ssingparts. However, most spacecraft
have thermally insulating coatings, fiberous insulation, electrically
insulated part_, semi-shieldedand electromagnetically-shieldedboxes,
and boxes within modules. In addition, compressed gases for orbit
keeping jets are carried and released. With these many gas sources,
it is often better to qualify the design by testing the completely
assembled spacecraft in a thermal vacuum chamber than to measure the
real internal and external spacecraft pressures and tileoutgassing
rate.
6.2.3 Outgassing Through Insulation
Some high voltage conductors and connectors may be inslde
temperature-controlledcompartments. The outgassing time for these
compartmentswill be much longer than for the unpressur_zedcompartments.
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To show the effect of thermal bldnkets on outgassing an experiment
was made in a space chamber. In the experiment,a thermal blanket
having 100 layers of superinsulationwas placed across the center
of a vacuum chamber. Gas flowed through the intersticialspaces in
the insulation. During the first fifteen minutes of pump-down, the
pressure in the chamber dropped from sea level to 10 N/m2, with the
gauge on the thermally insulated side of the chamber following the
pump pressure within 5%. As the pump pressure dropped further, the
pressure at the insulated side of the chamber decreased very slowly,
(figure 6.2.3-I).
•n the Skylab Apollo Telescope Mount, the outgassing area
was about one square centimeter per liter volume, the value recommended
for adequate spacecraft outgassing when high voltage experiments or
equipment are on board. The resulting pressures, reported in References
31 and 32, are summarized in figure 6.2.3-2.
Cuddihy and Moacanin, (reference 33) in measuring the out-
gassing rates of polyurethanefoam, used for electrical/electronic
insulation,found that the calculated value based on the reported
permeation constant of the measured value agreed within a factor of 2.
The diffusion coefficient, D, for a foanais calculated with the
equation:
D = Pe P- (I - P/p ) I/3)
where:
P is in the foam density in g/cc
Pe is the permeation constant in mm/s/cm2/torr
Po is the density of the bulk polymer in g/cc
R is the gas constant
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They also found that for sufficiently long outgassing time,
the weight loss of the gas, when plotted as a function of the thick-
ness of the solid, A, eventually becomes linear with a slope of
(_/2A)2D.
The superinsulationin the Apollo Telescope Mount and
polyurethanefoam tests show that the spacecraft internal pressure
may be significantlygreater than the external pressure for several
days after orbit insertion. Furthermore,outgassing products within
a _;igh-voltagemodule may keep the pressures much too high for safe,
reliable operation of high voltage circuits, making it advis,ble to
z
delay their TURN ON. Likewise, the outgasslng products of the space-
craft and reaction control propellants increase the pressure in the
vincinity of the spacecraft.
6.2.4 Astronaut Suit OutgassingAnd Safety
When a suited astronaut performs work outside the pressurized
cabin, a pressure dome around the astronaut will result. The pressure
near the suit surface will rapidly decrease to 1.33 x 10-2 N/m2
at one meter distance from the astronaut and to 1.33 x lO-4N/m2 at
ten meters distance. This implies that all high voltage equipment,
circt,its,and lines must be de-energizedor grounded beofre the
astronaut enters the area. Enough time must be progranmed for the system
pressure to decrease to an acceptable level b_fore the equipment is
turned on, otherwise voltage breakdown will occur _figure 6.2.4-I).
The pressure level is a function of particulate and plasma conditions
at the time of turn-on. Likewise, th_ astrona,'t_nd _i_ equipment must
be clec(rof the high voltage area.
6.2.5 Connectors And Degassing
High voltage connectors have given so much breakdown trouble
that there is a tendency to not use them at all. All the junction
points are soldered with the possible exception ef very high voltage
points. Even then rudimentaryconnectors such as that shown in
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figure 5.2.5-2 are used. The unit requiring 15 kilovolts rests
directly on the rounded central stub where the voltage is developed,
thus obviating the need for leads.
Of course, some equally =uccessful designers do use connectors.
The key to success is adequate venting. No gas can be allowed to be
_rapped in the connector body in such a way that it can leak out
slowIj. If this happens a critical pressure environment can result
for the high voltage leads in the connector long after one would
have expected all gas to have diffused into space. Some connectors
are vented by drilling holes through the body and insulationto
permit ready egress of the gas. An adequately vented connector is
the bottom one shown in figure 5.2.5.-1.
Figure 5.2.5.-1 also shows a failed connector. This was a
commercial connector that was simply potted after the cnnnection was made,
with a nearly gas tight seal around the electrical leads. The gas slowly
leaked out during the vacuum test. When the pressure around the leads
became low enough a breakdown occurred. The arc-over drew large
currents and eventuallydestroyed the connector.
6.3 High Temperatures
High temperaturescan be very da_,_agingto insulation. When
insulation is exposed to an over-temperature(i.e., temperatureabove
its rated temperature) it will:
a. Outgas and pressurize voids and volumes.
b. Become more conductive,which increases _he probability of
surface creepage and flashovcr.
c. Lose part of its integrity. The insulationdielectric
strength decreases as temperature increases,creating
cracking and treeing and more chance of breakdown or arcing.
a. Suffer degradationdue to atomic oxygen which is more
active than ozone. At temperaturesabove 450°F ozone
dissociates into atomic oxygen.
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6.3.1 Hot Spots
High temperature in the area of the highest electric field,
rather than the ambient temperature, increase the quantity of partial
discharges. "Hot spots" increase the outgassing rate of the insulation,
thereby generatingvoids, minute cracks, and small pressurized enclosed
volumes which enchance partial discharges and arc-over.
These "hotspots" can be the result of contaminants on the
surface of the electrodes or insuiation. These contdmina_itsare things
like dust particles, oxides, and salts that are present in the air
during assembly, storage, transportation,and launch. The breakdown
voltage between contaminated electrodes may be as much as an order
of magnitude luwer in voltage than that between pure metals or alloys.
These "hotspots" on bare contaminated electrodes can become
hot enough (500°C) to cause thermionic emission, which would further
enhance the discharge and lead to catastrophic breakdown sooner.
88
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7.0 EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY (EVA)
An astronaut or crew member must be well versed in high
voltage safety prior to working on or near high voltage or high power
equipment and systems. To merely disconnec a high-voltage or high-
power module is inadequateand could be dangerous. Conductorsmust
be grounded when disconnected by either manual or automatic means and
a visual indicationof the groundingmust be confirmed. The man must
then wait at least 3 to 5 minutes before entering a compartment or
touching the hardware to be assured all static and stored charges have
been neutralized by the grounding action. Disconnectinglow-voltage,
high-current leads (greater than 32 volts) may result in as serious
burns to the crew member as touching a high-voltagewire.
.Any time a crew member enters a compartmentor approaches
a high-voltageor high-currentdistribution line or equipment such as
a rotary joint or power breaker, he must be assured that chat portion
of the system is de-energized. Then, he should attach a "grounding
wand" (shorting bar with flexible attachment cable) to the nearest
grounding Joint and touch the terminals of the lines or module to be
serviced. Any sparking upon conta is an indication that the unit
was charged and the grounding wand must be in place before further service
by the crew member. Finally, before entering a compartment or cul-de-sac i_
containing equipment it must be assumed that all the equipment may have
a charge. Therefore, it is important that all discharge points be
checked for discharge within the region. Then the crew member is
ready to do maintenance, repair, and inspections. )
i
7.1 High-VoltageHigh-Power Cables/Connectors (L
High-voltage,hlgh-power cables and connectors on ti_esolar !i
arrays and to the electronic compartmentswill be capable of supplying I
several hundred amperes. These lines will be inspected by a crew 1
member or by a remote video system B" whichever means of inspection, i
the crew member must inspect fur connector mating and latching. Thi_
8g
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includesgroundingconnectionsas well as powerconnections.
Connectorsmust be designedto automaticallylatchwhen the
solararraysectionsare mated. Disconnectinga solararray section
requiresmuchmore effort. First,the connectorsmustbe unlatched
by eithera hand-pulldevice^p=ratedby th_ cre_memberor by a
mechanizedunlatchingdeviceactivatedby the crewmember. All
smallconnectorsassembledon a singleboardalsomustbe unlatched
priorto removalof the solararrayarray section. The crew
membermustbe cognizantof all operations,groundingof high
voltagelinesbeforeand afterdisconnect,and safetyduringthe EVA.
7.2 Dataand CommunicationSystems
The only dangerassociatedwithdata and communicationlines
is thattheymay be in the generalvicinityof high-voltageor high-
currentlines. The capacitivecouplingbetweenthe linesmay induce
high-voltageintothe low-voltagecircuits. Suchvoltagescan damage
sensitivelow-voltagesensorsand circuits. Therefore,all low-voltage
equipmentinputsand conductorsmust be shortedduringmalntanance/
repairto safeguardcrewmembersfrom lethalinducedvoltages. Con-
nectorson the connectorplatesmay be connected/disconnectedwith
speicaltoolsand/ormanuallyoperatedlatchingdevicesdesig-odfor
the connectorsystems.
Handoperatedlatchingmechanlcmsfor portableequip,_,,ntar(
too bulkyand heavyto installon a multipe connectorplate. C'r-
cularconnectoror rectangularconnectorswith flexibleleadsa,_d
dlamond-knurledclampingringsovercenterlatches(suitcase :vou)
shouldbe used. Connectorspacingshouldbe 3 to 5 cm apart,and
staggeredto eliminatecableinterferencebetweenconnectors.
Portablemagneticdisconnectmechanismscan be designedand
builtto latch/unlatchlargeconnectorsand connectorplates. Scr._w
threadalignmentis not recommendedfor largeplateson connectors.
9G
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Eachconnectorshouldhave its own alignmentmechanism. The
alignmentpin must haveaxialand a_gularorientationf'r ease of
connect/disconnectby the crewmembersas s_wn in figure 5.2.4-2.
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8.0 PERSONNEL PROTECTION
Safety of personnel shall be a prime consideration in the
design, development, test, and operation ol systems, subsystems,
and equipment. Every effort shall be made during the early stages
of design to obtain a high degree of inherent safety through the
selection of appropriatedesign featu-es, proven qualified components,
sound engineering practices, and operating principles. Hazards
which cannot be eliminated through early design shall be reduced by
using appropriate safety, cau*inn, and warning aevices as part of
the subsystem. When built-in protection is not technically feasible,
technicalmanuals and o_ "ationinstructions should clearly i_entify
the situation.
8.1 Dangerous Conditions
Any circuit carrying a voltage consiaered dangerous must
be suitably protected. Generally, voltage in excess of 32 volts is
regarded as a dangerous voltage. Also, it is usually desirable
to provide protection for lower voltages or other hazards where normal
maintenance functionsmust be performed in crowded _ocationswith
limited access.
Current rather than voltage is the most important variable
in establishingthe criterion for"shock intensity. Three factcrs that
determine the severity of electrical shoc_ are:
I. Quantity of curr)nt flowing through the body.
2. Path of cPjrre.ltthrough the body.
3. Duration of time that the current flows through the
body.
The voltage necessary to produce the fatal current is
depetldentupon the resistanceof the body, contact conditions,and the
path through the body. Probable effects of shock, for personnel of
normal health, are shown below:
PR_E_,,_G _AGE _AdV_ NOI rfLML_
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Currentvalues(milliamperes)
AC DC Effects
60 Hz
0-1 0-4 Preception
1-4 4-15 Surprise
4-21 15-80 Reflexaction
21-_L 80-160 Muscularinhibition
40-100 160-300 Respiratoryblock
Over 100 Over 100 Usuallyfatal
Whilethe currentis the criterionthatdeterminesshock
effect,the voltageon an exposedmetal part is the onlycriterionthat
is practicalfora designerto consider.
8.2 DangerousVoltages
Equipmentutilizingdangerousvoltagesshallbe protected
by meansof a removableguardor barrier. All conductors,contacts,
terminalsand likedeviceshavingpotentialsbetween70 and 500 volts
shallalso be protectedby way of a coverprovidedwith holesfor test
probes. In thiscase, terminalnumbersshouldbe placedon the
protectivecover. Assembliesoperatingat potentialsgreaterthan
500 voltsshallbe in an enclosurewhich is interlockedis such a
way thatthathighvoltageis alwaysremovedwhen the enclosureis
opened. Thisdoesnot requirethatnecessarylow voltagesassemblies
be excludedfrom theseenclosures.
8.2.1 High Vo#tagePowerSupplies
High Voltagesuppliesc_esignedto deliverpolarizing
voltagesto itemswhich use lessthan 10milliampereshallbe designed
to minimizeshortcircuitcurrentoutputcapabilitywheneverthis
is consistantwith the intendedfunctionof the supply. The energy
storagein filtercapacitorsshallbe a minimumfor the requiredripple
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level. A desirable type of supply is an r-f oscillator-rectifier
supply which delivers no persistentcurrent to a low resistance load.
8.2.2 Interlocks
Interlockswitches shall be of the two-piece type, whereby
the electrical circuit is broken by physical separation of the two
parts. Bypass devices, when provided, shall be of a manually oper-
ated type and shall conform to one of the following:
a. Bypass devices of the switch type shall be such that
returning the chassis to the operating position or
closing the door, cover, or plate will automatically
open the bypass switch and leave the interlock in
position to function normally. The circuit must be
turned on following an interlock closure.
b. Other types of bypass devices shall be equipped with a
handle or otherwise insulated to provide maximum pro-
tection to personnel and shall be such that the equip-
ment cannot be replaced or the door, cover, or plate
closed without removing the device.
8.2.3 High Voltage Protection
When the operation or maintenance of equipment employing
potentials in excess of 1000 volts could require that these voltages
be measured, the equipment shall be provided with test points so
that all high voltages can be measured at a relatively low potential
level but in no case shall the potential exceed 100 volts to ground.
This may be accomplishedby the applicationof voltage dividers or
other techniquessuch as the use of sfety-typepanel meters and
multipliers.
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8.2.4 Warning Markings
All removable barriers or guards shall contain a warning
to indicate the highest voltage which may be encountered.
All contacts, conductors, terminals, and like devices
having potentials in excess of 500 volts shall be clearly maked
"DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE (maximum voltage applicable) VOLTS." The
letters shall be capitals, clearly legible, color white or aluminum
with red background. (AmericanStandard z351-195g). Covers or doors
within units protecting components having dangerous voltages shall
be clearly marked and labeled per MIL-STD-454A.
8.2.5 Protective Devices
The design shall incorporatemethods to protect personnel
from accidental contact with voltages in excess of 30 volts while
operating a complete equipment. Means shall be provided so that
power may be cut off while installing,replacing, or interchanging
a complete equipment, assembly, or part thereof. Personnel shall be
protected from capacitor-typedischarges when changing fuses or tubes.
The main power ON-OFF switch located on the equipment (clearly labeled
as such) shall cut off all power to the equipment.
8.3 Safety
A potential personnel shock hazard results from the "recovery
charge phenomenon,"where a latent charge builds up in any capacitor-
like structure such as a long conductor, after it has been discharged.
Therefore, high voltage protective caps and cable or transmission line
shorting taps having integral shorting contacts should be installed
on all open high voltage connectors and cables when not in use. These
protective caps and taps should be installedon each high voltage
cable and equipment prior to shipment and should remain on until
installation is complete.
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The influence of the plasma on high voltage breakdown was
evidenced in a test by Burrowbridge on the Orbiting Solar Observatory -
Harvard College Observatory Spectroheliograph(Reference 34). During
this test, a plasma exposure at an elevated pressure--10"3 torr, and
an ion flux of 5 x 1011 ions/cm2 -sec, which corresponds to an orbital
ion density of approximately 106 particles/cm3, produced arcing in the
high voltage system. These arcing conditions were not duplicated in
a plasma-freeenvironment until a pressure of 10-2 torr was reached.
This increases the number of available ions, which increases the
collision cross-sectionand lowers the anode voltage required to pro-
duce and sustain an avalanche (gas breakdown). It would be reasonable
to assume that this effect is operative at lower pressures, in which
case a plasma environmentcould induce breakdown when the pressure
was normally "too low" to sustain it.
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